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Abstract: Palmprint recognition (PPR) has recently garnered attention due to its robustness and
accuracy. Many PPR methods rely on preprocessing the region of interest (ROI). However, the
emergence of ROI attacks capable of generating synthetic ROI images poses a significant threat to PPR
systems. Despite this, ROI attacks are less practical since PPR systems typically take hand images as
input rather than just the ROI. Therefore, there is a pressing need for a method that specifically targets
the system by composing hand images. The intuitive approach involves embedding an ROI into a
hand image, a comparatively simpler process requiring less data than generating entirely synthetic
images. However, embedding faces challenges, as the composited hand image must maintain a
consistent color and texture. To overcome these challenges, we propose a training-free, end-to-end
hand image composition method incorporating ROI harmonization and palm blending. The ROI
harmonization process iteratively adjusts the ROI to seamlessly integrate with the hand using a
modified style transfer method. Simultaneously, palm blending employs a pretrained inpainting
model to composite a hand image with a continuous transition. Our results demonstrate that the
proposed method achieves a high attack performance on the IITD and Tongji datasets, with the
composited hand images exhibiting realistic visual quality.

Keywords: palmprint recognition; palmprint ROI extraction; hand composition; hand attack; ROI
harmonization

1. Introduction

Palmprint recognition (PPR) has recently been widely studied due to its robustness
and accuracy. A typical PPR is composed of two stages. Stage one is the preprocessing
stage, in which the palmprint region of interest (ROI) is located and extracted; stage two is
the recognition stage, which entails feature extraction, matching, and the final decision. ROI
localization is indispensable for PPR, which determines which part of the palmprint will be
used for recognition, and it usually requires an input hand satisfying certain conditions.

Given the vital role of ROI in PPR systems, ROI attacks aimed at spoofing and evading
PPR systems [1–3] have emerged. While these attacks primarily target the palmprint ROI,
their practicality may be limited, as PPR systems typically utilize hand images as input
rather than the ROI. Consequently, synthesized hand images are required for impersonation
attacks. Generally, two distinct approaches are employed to achieve hand image synthesis:
generating a hand image based on the ROI and embedding the ROI into an existing hand
image. The merit of the embedding method over the generating method stems from its
reduced dependency on training data for a generator to yield realistic outcomes, rendering
it a more practical choice.
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Specifically, the embedding approach employs a hand image as a carrier and integrates
the ROI into it, a procedure dubbed ROI embedding. After acquiring composited images
through ROI embedding, these images can be employed to launch impersonation attacks.
In this paper, we aim to formulate an ROI embedding method tailored to substantiate
the impersonation attack through composited hands, namely a hand attack instead of
synthesized ROI.

As illustrated in Figure 1, the components delineated by the black dashed line represent
the palmprint recognition flow, constituting a PPR system that exclusively accepts the
entire hand as a valid input. The ROI attack flow attempts to compromise the system by
employing an ROI image deemed less practical. Conversely, the hand attack flow poses a
more substantial threat, enabling attacks through legitimate inputs.

Feature
extraction

Matching

Database

Enrollment

Target  ROI

Attacking ROI

ROI attack flow Recognition flow 

Decision

Feature

Preprocessing

ROI embedding

Hand attack flow 

Target hand

Composited hand

Carrier hand

Figure 1. Hand attack, ROI attack, and palmprint recognition flow.

The hand attack flow consists of a series of steps. Initially, the attacking ROI is acquired
with the goal of compromising the target ROI. Subsequently, an arbitrary full-hand image
is selected as the carrier hand. The third step involves utilizing an ROI embedding method
to seamlessly integrate the attacking ROI into the chosen carrier hand. Ultimately, this
process creates a composite hand, enabling the execution of the intended attack.

The ROI embedding is intuitive yet non-trivial, posing two principal challenges.
The first challenge involves embedding localization, necessitating the precise placement of
the ROI on the carrier hand at an appropriate scale. However, a singular ROI position is not
universally applicable to a hand, given the diverse preprocessing methods in PPR systems.
The second challenge pertains to appearance consistency, wherein the attacking ROI’s hue,
luminance, and skin color must seamlessly integrate with the carrier hand. Moreover,
the region around the embedding position in the carrier hand must exhibit continuous
texture and natural transitions. Appearance consistency is an intuitive metric for ROI
embedding, ensuring that the composited hand image attains desirable visual quality and
fidelity, as illustrated in Figure 2. In this study, we focus on the second challenge, assuming
the availability of a decent preprocessing method employed by the target PPS system.
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Low 
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 Figure 2. The illustration of low and high appearance consistency in ROI embedding. The second

row depicts a seamless integration of carrier and ROI images.

This paper introduces an end-to-end, training-free approach for ROI embedding to
achieve a realistic composition of hand images. Our methodology comprises two key
components: ROI harmonization and palm blending. In the ROI harmonization phase,
we employ a modified style transfer method to closely transform the attacking ROI’s
appearance to resemble that of the carrier hand. This adaptation leverages an optimization
method based on the pretrained Contrastive Arbitrary Style Transfer (CAST) network [4],
which can achieve desirable results within a few iterations.

In the palm blending phase, the harmonized ROI image warps to the embedding
position on the carrier hand. Concurrently, the area surrounding the embedding position
on the carrier hand is masked and then regenerated using a pretrained inpainting network
to facilitate a natural transition. The ROI image of the carrier hand serves as the reference
image for inpainting, capitalizing on the ability of the inpainting method [5] to generate
the masked area with semantic information from a reference image without requiring addi-
tional training. Ultimately, this process yields a composited hand image with heightened
appearance consistency.

In conclusion, our contributions are as follows.
(1) We present the first end-to-end, training-free approach for synthesizing hand

images, extending the scope of ROI attacks to encompass hand attacks.
(2) To enhance the visual coherence of the composited hand images, we introduce

an efficient and effective optimization method based on CAST and a pretrained reference-
based inpainting technique.

(3) The experimental results underscore the efficacy of our proposed method. The re-
sulting composited hand images exhibit a noteworthy attack success rate and demonstrate
superior appearance consistency in several datasets.

The subsequent sections of this paper are structured as follows: Section 2 presents
an overview of the relevant prior research. Section 3 delineates the designed hand image
composition methods. Section 4 presents comprehensive experiments on the composition
methods and the composited hand images. Lastly, Section 5 encompasses the conclusions
drawn from the study and discusses potential avenues for future research.

2. Related Works
2.1. Palmprint Recognition

Zhang first introduced PalmCode [6] for PPR, which is characterized by four distinct
steps: preprocessing, feature extraction, matching (or enrollment), and decision. Subse-
quent developments in PPR have predominantly focused on enhancing feature extraction,
matching, and decision-making. These advancements include approaches based on hand-
crafted methodologies [7–10] as well as those rooted in deep learning [11–14].

A competitive coding scheme [7] has been introduced to enhance the discriminative
features, selecting the highest responsive direction order as a feature from six-directional
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Gabor features. Building upon this competition scheme, the work [8] employs a Modi-
fied Finite Radon Transform (MFRAT) to replace Gabor, extracting more robust features.
Another paper [9] enhances the discriminative nature of the competitive feature by in-
corporating an additional adjacent direction matrix. To leverage more comprehensive
information, ref. [10] employs six-directional Gabor features and utilizes the average match
score of these features to inform the decision-making process.

In the realm of deep-learning-based approaches, several studies [11,12] have integrated
the competition mechanism with multi-scale learnable Gabor kernels to enhance feature
extraction effectively. Furthermore, the work [13] employs a hashing method for extracting
concise features, while [14] introduces a single convolution layer to extract multi-directional
features. These PPR methods are dedicated to exploring discriminative features within the
palmprint ROI.

Conversely, other studies have focused on refining preprocessing methods [15–20],
directing their efforts toward devising universal and effective techniques for accurately
locating palmprint ROIs. The majority of ROI localization methods are based on identifying
finger valley points, exemplified by methodologies such as that described in [15], which em-
ploys Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) for hand classification and segmentation [16],
which employs an improved active shape model [17], which utilizes a hand landmark
detector model, and [18], which integrates a segmentation network and two regression
networks. Some methodologies directly predict the ROI bounding box, including [19],
which incorporates a finger classifier and transfer learning, and [20], which employs a
regression network to simultaneously detect palmprint and palm vein ROIs.

A plethora of diverse methods for localizing ROI lead to variations in the obtained
ROI outcomes. Recognition results, derived from matching and decision processes, are in-
tricately dependent on preprocessing and feature extraction outcomes. Therefore, accurate
knowledge of the ROI position is crucial to the efficacy of hand attacks. The successful
execution of a hand attack appears unattainable without prior knowledge of the target
preprocessing method, given the diverse nature of preprocessing techniques. Consequently,
our research is grounded in the assumption that knowledge of the target preprocessing
method is available.

2.2. Attacks on Palmprint

Given the popularity of palmprint ROI recognition methods, there has been an emer-
gence of ROI attacks aimed at spoofing and evading these recognition systems. One such
approach is the False Acceptance Attack proposed by Wang [1]. This method leverages
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) to generate a substantial volume of synthetic
palmprint ROI images. Subsequently, a k-means algorithm is employed to eliminate
indistinguishable images, constituting an attack strategy against the recognition system.

Sun has introduced two reinforcement strategies for PPR attacks [2], employing iter-
ative algorithms to modify a given ROI image. The objective is to enhance the similarity
between the modified ROI and target features, thus subverting the PPR system. On the
other hand, Yang utilizes a style-transfer method to generate a realistic appearance based
on ROI features to attack the system [3]. Notably, these attack methodologies primarily
target the palmprint ROI, but their efficacy may be limited in practical environments as they
typically do not successfully navigate through the preprocessing stage within a PPR system.

2.3. Image Composition

Image composition, a classical task in image processing, encompasses subtasks such
as object placement, image harmonization, and image blending [21]. Object placement
focuses on placing the foreground to the background with a suitable position, size, and ori-
entation, as shown in [22], in which the authors use two generative modules and a spatial
transformation network to decide the position for placement, and [23], which applies
the bounding box calculated by the features from the masked convolutions to locate the
position. Considering the differences between the color and hue of the foreground and
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background, image harmonization is used to decrease these differences, as shown in [24],
in which the authors designed an image harmonization network with collaborative dual
transformation for pixel and RGB transformation to harmonization, and [25], which applied
the self-consistent style contrastive learning scheme with background-attentional adaptive
instance normalization to harmonization. For seamless composition, image blending is
applied to diminish the unnatural edge around the foreground in the composited image,
as described in [26], which optimizes the style and content loss with the Poisson blending
loss and iteratively updates the pixel of the boundary region for blending, and [27], which
proposes using a densely connected multi-stream fusion network to fuse the foreground
and the background image. Generally, these tasks have been geared towards achieving re-
alistic visual quality by situating independent objects within a background without explicit
precision requirements.

However, the challenge intensifies when dealing with hand and palmprint ROI, as they
constitute an integrated entity with continuous texture connection rather than two distinct
objects. Consequently, hand image composition poses a more substantial challenge, de-
manding a higher level of precision in seamlessly placing an ROI into a palm and ensuring
a cohesive appearance of the palmprint as a unified entity. Moreover, the foreground palm-
print must preserve most of texture information under harmonization. Conventional image
composition methods fall short of meeting the specific requirements of hand composition.
Figure 3 illustrates the distinction between image composition and the more intricate task
of hand composition.

Task Foreground Background Composited image 

Image 
composition 

   

Hand 
composition 

   
 Figure 3. The comparison of image composition [21] and hand composition.

3. Methodology
3.1. Threat Model for Hand Attacks

Let P(·) represent the preprocessing procedure of the PPR system, where H denotes
the full hand image. The ROI is obtained through P(H) and is subsequently utilized for
palmprint recognition.

Suppose RAtk and C denote an attacking ROI and an arbitrary carrier hand image,
respectively, where RAtk is assumed to be an ROI image designed to match the target
ROI in the feature domain. The RAtk can be sourced from a compromised dataset or
synthesized using the methods detailed in Section 2.2. We assume that an adversary
possesses knowledge of the P(·) of the target system, implying awareness of the precise
position P of ROI within C; this is referred to as the embedding position.

Designating E(·, ·, ·) as our proposed ROI embedding technique, a highly realistic
composited hand image HAtk can be generated through E(RAtk, C, P) in an end-to-end and
training-free manner. By inputting HAtk into the target PPR system, RAtk can be accurately
extracted through P(·), achieving the objective of the attack.

3.2. Overview

E(·, ·, ·) comprises two crucial components: ROI harmonization and palm blending.
Let RRe f denote the reference ROI—an image extracted from C at position P, utilized to
facilitate both ROI harmonization and palm blending. During the ROI harmonization,
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an iterative optimization process is implemented to transform the RAtk style to align with
RRe f . Subsequently, the harmonized RAtk is seamlessly integrated into the carrier image C
during the palm blending phase. In this phase, the area surrounding position P is masked to
facilitate inpainting. The inpainting operation employs RRe f as a reference image, utilizing
its semantic information to regenerate the masked area. The resulting composited hand
image represents the culmination of the entire process and is referred to as ROI embedding.
The schematic representation of the ROI embedding process is displayed in Figure 4.

Extraction

Embedding
position

ROI
harmonization

Embedding

Inpainting

Attacking ROI

Carrier hand

Composited hand

Embedded hand

Reference ROI

Harmonized
attacking ROI

ROI flow

Hand flow

Inpainting mask

ROI localization

1
2

3 Position flow

Figure 4. The pipeline of ROI embedding.

The ROI embedding pipeline, shown in Figure 4, comprises three distinct components.
The first component is the localization, which is responsible for furnishing essential RRe f
and an inpainting mask required for subsequent ROI harmonization and palm blending.
The inputs for this stage are carrier image C and the specified embedding position P.
The ROI localization is determined based on the known target preprocessing.

The second component involves ROI harmonization, wherein RAtk transforms harmo-
nized RAtk aligned with the style of RRe f to mitigate visual disparities between RAtk and C.
ROI harmonization adopts a modified style transfer method, detailed in Section 3.3. The last
component constitutes the palm blending, which results in generation of the composited
hand image. The harmonized RAtk is initially incorporated into C based on the predeter-
mined P. Subsequently, the embedded hand image is input into the inpainting network
with RRe f , facilitating the regeneration of the masked inpainting area. The composited
hand image is obtained, with further details discussed in Section 3.4.

3.3. ROI Harmonization

Given potential hue, illumination, and skin color disparities between RAtk and carrier
hand image C, ROI harmonization becomes imperative to mitigate these differences. More-
over, for computational efficiency in matching and aligning with the grayscale nature of
ROI images, RAtk is converted to a grayscale image.

Specifically, we leverage the pretrained Contrastive Arbitrary Style Transfer (CAST)
proposed in [4] to achieve ROI harmonization. As shown in Figure 5, CAST employs
cycle generation to train encoders and decoders, adeptly separating and merging style and
content. However, training a model that accommodates the significant diversity within
hand images across various datasets proves challenging. We devise an iterative style
transfer method based on pretrained CAST to initialize and optimize image quality for
individual palms. This iterative process resembles the training process of CAST but focuses
on optimizing the image quality rather than the model ability, which enables the synthesis
of realistic images through limited iterations.
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Figure 5. The pretrained CAST with modified loss functions is utilized to realize ROI harmonization.

Specifically, let A and B symbolize RAtk and RRe f , respectively. The notation A|B and
B|A denote A or B and B or A, respectively. The ROI harmonization process commences
by employing the encoder E(·, ·) to amalgamate the content of A|B and the style of B|A
from the two input images, A and B. Subsequently, the decoder operates on E(A|B, B|A)
to generate the harmonized image (A|B) f based on the content of A|B and the style of B|A.
Once (A|B) f is obtained, it is combined with A|B to yield a reconstructed image (A|B)r.
The final harmonized image is refined by minimizing the difference between A and Ar and
B and Br.

Within our proposed ROI harmonization framework, the loss function is essential in
enhancing both image quality and harmonization effectiveness. Notably, the loss function
employed in CAST solely incorporates the L1 loss and assigns equal weights to LcycA
and LcycB. However, this approach proves insufficient for attaining optimal image quality
and harmonization effects. Furthermore, preserving texture information in RAtk is critical,
necessitating measures to minimize interference from RRe f . Consequently, essential and
imperative modifications must be made to the loss function to address these considerations.

Building upon the existing L1 loss, the cycle loss is improved by introducing two
loss functions, namely L2 and Llpips [28], to enhance the preservation and separation of
content and style information, in which the overall image visual quality can be improved.
To further preserve texture information in synthetic images, a texture loss LT is devised.
This involves utilizing a separate texture feature extractor, ft() which is composed of
two Gabor convolution layers and a leakyReLU function for feature extraction. For a
comprehensive feature extraction, a six-direction Gabor kernel is employed. Following the
acquisition of texture features, L1 is employed to calculate the differences between input
images and reconstructed images. The LT is the average of the six Gabor feature losses,
as depicted in Equation (2).

ft (x, gi) = φLR (Conv(Conv(x, gi ), gi)) (1)

LT(x, y) =
∑6

i=1 L1( ft(x, gi), ft(y, gi))

6
(2)

where Conv denotes convolution, φLR is the LeakyReLU function, and gi is the Gabor
convolution kernel toward (i − 1)× 30 degrees.

The final modified cycle loss is Equation (4), which constitutes LcycA and LcycB.
The two losses, LcycA and LcycB, that are specified by Equation (3), are almost identical
except for their input and loss coefficients.

LcycA|B(x, y) = λL1L1(x, y) + λL2L2(x, y) + λLPLlpips(x, y) + λLTLT(x, y) (3)

Lcyc(A, B, Ar, Br) = LcycA(A, Ar) + LcycB(B, Br) (4)
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where x and y represent the original image and the reconstructed image, respectively.
The λL1, λL2, λLP, and λLT denote the weight coefficients of L1, L2, Llpips and LT loss,
respectively.

Since we need to preserve more detail in A and more appearance in B, the loss
coefficients of LcycA are experientially set as 0.5, 0.3, 0.3, and 0.7 for λL1, λL2, λLP, and λLT ,
respectively. On the other hand, the loss coefficients of LcycB are set to 0.5, 0.7, 0.7, and 0.3.
Moreover, since our goal is to improve the image quality, not the network performance,
and the adversarial loss produced by the discriminators of CAST will slow and disturb the
image optimization process, the discriminators and their loss are disabled to speed up and
stabilize the optimization process.

3.4. Palm Blending

Each palm exhibits a distinct texture characterized by unique and specific patterns.
Directly overlaying attacking ROI RAtk onto carrier hand C can introduce noticeable incon-
sistencies in the palm area surrounding RAtk. To address this challenge, we have devised
an intuitive solution that uses a pretrained inpainting network for region regeneration.
Specifically, we utilize the Paint by Example (PbyE) inpainting network [5], which employs
a reference image to generate a mask area. The generated area, while not identical to the
reference image, mirrors the semantic and visual characteristics of the reference. Moreover,
the mask’s surrounding area is also considered a reference for the inpainting process,
making this network suitable for generating a seamless and continuous palm area without
additional training.

The process begins by obtaining the embedded hand by warping the harmonized
RAtk into the specified embedding position P on carrier hand C. Subsequently, reference
ROI RRe f is employed as the reference image to guide the inpainting process. Finally,
an inpainting mask is generated based on the embedding position P of carrier hand C,
as illustrated in Figure 6.

Embedding
position

Carrier hand

ROI localization

ROI mask Dilated ROI mask

Dilating
Deducting
ROI mask

Masked
embedded hand

Inpainting mask

Figure 6. The pipeline of making inpainting masks.

As illustrated in Figure 6, ROI localization is employed to extract the embedding
position P from the carrier image C. Subsequently, the inpainting mask is deduced based
on P through a three-step procedure. Firstly, an ROI mask is delineated using P, where
white represents the mask and black signifies the background to be disregarded. Secondly,
employing a dilation kernel, the ROI mask from the first step is expanded to generate a
dilated ROI mask. The final inpainting mask is derived by subtracting the ROI mask from
the first step from the dilated ROI mask obtained in the second step. The impact of this
inpainting mask on the masked embedded hand is depicted in Figure 6.

Nevertheless, the size of the dilation kernel requires careful consideration. A larger
kernel size leads to a more extensive inpainting area, potentially introducing significant
changes in C and consequently diminishing the realism of the composited hand image.
Conversely, a smaller kernel size results in a more confined inpainting area, making the
transition harder than a larger kernel. To address this, we devised an adaptive kernel size
strategy, selecting one of the five side lengths of the ROI as the dilation kernel size.

Once the embedded hand, inpainting mask, and reference image RRe f have been
obtained, the final composited hand image is synthesized using the Paint by Example
(PbyE) method. The palm blending pipeline is depicted in Figure 7.
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Inpainting

Composited hand

Embedded hand Reference ROIInpainting mask

Figure 7. The illustration of Palm Blending.

4. Experiments

The experimental setup is as follows: an Intel(R) Xeon(R) Platinum 8222CL CPU
@3.00 GHz from Chengdu in China, equipped with 64 GB of internal storage, an NVIDIA
3090Ti GPU from Jiangsu in China, and an Ubuntu 20.04.3 LTS 64-bit operating system.
Four distinct datasets were employed in the ensuing experiments, with comprehensive
details available in Table 1, and a few image samples of each dataset are shown in Figure 8.

Tongji IITD Gao Zhou 

    

    
 Figure 8. The dataset samples of Tongji, IITD, Gao and Zhou.

Table 1. Datasets Explanation.

Datasets All Data Used Data Resolution ConditionHands Images Hands Images

Tongji [29] 600 12,000 200 200 800 × 600 Simplex
IITD [30] 460 2601 200 200 1600 × 1200 Simplex
Gao [31] 204 816 200 200 720 × 1184 Indoor

Zhou [32] 160 918 160 200 Multi-resolution Indoor and outdoor

A judicious data selection was undertaken given the subtle variations within hand
images of single datasets and the imperative to conduct experiments under cross-dataset
conditions. Specifically, 200 images were randomly sampled from each dataset for experi-
mentation purposes, and all 200 images sampled from each dataset were from different
hands, except for the 200 images sourced from Zhou [32], which were from 160 hands.

All images from the four datasets underwent cropping and resizing to facilitate unifor-
mity, resulting in a standardized resolution 512 × 512. In our experimental setup, the Palm
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Keypoint Localization Neural Network (PKLNet) [18], renowned for its exceptional perfor-
mance in ROI localization, was employed.

4.1. ROI Harmonization
4.1.1. Cross-Dataset Harmonization

In a real-world scenario, there can be substantial discrepancies between H and RAtk.
Cross-dataset harmonization was executed to emulate this environment, requiring only
30 iterations to harmonize an individual image. The content images are intentionally ren-
dered in grayscale to simulate potential variations in RAtk. The assessment of harmonized
images involves two metrics: Llpips for evaluating visual quality and texture loss LT for
assessing the preservation of textures. The visual outcomes of the harmonization process
are illustrated in Figure 9, while the corresponding quantitative results for Llpips and LT
are provided in Table 2 and Table 3, respectively.

Content \ Style 

Tongji IITD  Gao Zhou 

  

 

  

Tongji 

   

 

  

IITD 

   

 

  

Gao 

   

 

  

Zhou 

   

 

  
 Figure 9. Cross-dataset harmonized images result.

Table 2. Average Lpips score between style images and harmonized images, the lower the better.

Content\Style Tongji IITD Gao Zhou

Tongji 0.117 ± 0.060 0.355 ± 0.066 0.336 ± 0.075 0.326 ± 0.097
IITD 0.273 ± 0.045 0.124 ± 0.084 0.363 ± 0.081 0.330 ± 0.097
Gao 0.292 ± 0.052 0.400 ± 0.071 0.203 ± 0.093 0.342 ± 0.103

Zhou 0.282 ± 0.057 0.367 ± 0.068 0.345 ± 0.081 0.142 ± 0.081

Table 3. Average texture loss between content images and harmonized images, the lower the better.

Content\Style Tongji IITD Gao Zhou

Tongji 0.029 ± 0.011 0.055 ± 0.017 0.062 ± 0.017 0.055 ± 0.019
IITD 0.044 ± 0.015 0.020 ± 0.011 0.040 ± 0.010 0.042 ± 0.015
Gao 0.052 ± 0.016 0.037 ± 0.009 0.028 ± 0.010 0.044 ± 0.016

Zhou 0.047 ± 0.017 0.040 ± 0.016 0.042 ± 0.015 0.024 ± 0.012
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As depicted in Figure 9, our ROI harmonization method consistently produces remark-
able visual results irrespective of the content or style employed. The outcomes presented
in Table 2 indicate that harmonized images adopting the Tongji style outperform other
styles, while those harmonized with the IITD style exhibit slightly inferior results. This
discrepancy can be attributed to the robust color profile of Tongji images, facilitating more
effective transfer, whereas the lighter color of IITD images poses challenges for seam-
less transfer. Moreover, as detailed in Table 3, all harmonized images exhibit lower LT ,
signifying effective preservation of texture across the harmonization process.

4.1.2. Ablation Study

Experiments have been devised to elucidate the impact of iteration and losses. The Zhou
dataset, characterized by diverse image conditions, was selected for the ensuing ablation
study to provide comprehensive insights. The visual results across different iterations are
depicted in Figure 10, and the corresponding evaluation results are shown in Figure 11.

In Figure 10, images from iteration 0 are deemed unsatisfactory, while those from
iteration 30 demonstrate a significant enhancement, approaching the quality of the original
images. Subsequent iterations yield only marginal improvements. Figure 11 reveals that
all losses’ elbow points are reached before iteration 30, which means that the mean and
std of all losses are relatively lower, and there is not much room for dropping after this
point. Considering effectiveness and efficiency, we designate 30 iterations as the optimal
parameter for all experiments.

Content Iteration 0 Iteration 30 Iteration 60 Iteration 100 Style 

      

      

      
 Figure 10. Harmonized images in different iterations.

Building upon the findings at iteration 30, an exploration into the impact of Lcycle
was conducted. The visual outcomes are presented in Figure 12, while a comprehensive
evaluation is enumerated in Table 4. The results indicate that the inclusion of additional
Llpips and L2 significantly enhances both visual quality and realism compared to the
original cycle loss. Moreover, our devised texture loss exhibits the ability to preserve more
texture while imparting slight alterations to visual quality.
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(a) ℒ1 (b) ℒ2

(c) ℒ𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 (d) ℒ𝑇𝑇

Figure 11. The L1, L2, Lpips, and texture loss in different iterations.

Content 

     

Baseline(ℒ1) 

     

+ℒ𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝&ℒ2 

     

+ℒ𝑇𝑇 

     

Style 

     
 Figure 12. The images of ablation study of cycle losses.

Table 4. The evaluation results of ablation study of cycle losses; the bolded values are the best.

Setting L1 L2 Llpips LT

Baseline(L1) 0.145 ± 0.070 0.034 ± 0.030 0.496 ± 0.140 0.026 ± 0.013
+L2 + Llpips 0.145 ± 0.066 0.033 ± 0.028 0.381 ± 0.120 0.027 ± 0.016

+LT 0.144 ± 0.070 0.033 ± 0.030 0.384 ± 0.128 0.024 ± 0.013
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4.2. ROI Embedding Attack

To assess the performance of our ROI embedding attack, we employ the Binary
Orientation Co-occurrence Vector (BOCV) [10] as the recognition method, and we utilize
PKLNet [18] to extract all ROI. The success threshold for the attack is established based on
the Equal Error Rate (EER) calculated using BOCV for each dataset. EER is determined by
utilizing all data from the original dataset to calculate the EER specifically for their ROIs.

The attack’s results are presented in Table 5, displaying the attack success rate for
each scenario. Additionally, Figure 13 illustrates the distribution of matching distances.
In Table 5, the first column represents the attacking ROI, and the last column denotes the
corresponding dataset’s EER. In Figure 13, datasetA2datasetB signifies using ROI from
datasetA as the attacking ROI while employing datasetB as the carrier hand. The grayscale
ROIs from each dataset serve as both the attacking and target ROIs.

Table 5. The attack success rate of ROI embedding attack (%).

ROI Tongji IITD Gao Zhou EER

Tongji 88 98.5 36 63.5 0.29
IITD 82.5 99 41.5 68 1.09
Gao 88 97.5 65 69.5 14.5

Zhou 85.5 99 44 77.5 2.14

(a) Tongji (b) IITD

(c) Gao (d) Zhou
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Figure 13. The distribution of ROI embedding attack in four datasets (ROI2Hand).

The efficacy of the attack diminishes notably when Gao and Zhou serve as the carrier
hands. This can be attributed to the diverse and intricate environments associated with
Gao and Zhou, which may introduce complexities affecting the accuracy of PKLNet ROI
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localization. In contrast, the attack significantly improves performance when Tongji and
IITD act as the carrier hands.

Figure 14 presents the composited hand images, visually representing the attack
scenarios. The quality of these composited hand images is quantitatively assessed by
measuring the disparity between the composited hands and the carrier hands. Evaluation
metrics such as the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and Llpips are employed, and the
corresponding results are presented in Tables 6 and 7.

ROI \ Hand 

Gao Zhou Tongji IITD 

    

Gao 

 
    

Zhou 

 
    

Tongji 

 
    

IITD 

 
    

 Figure 14. The composited hand images of four datasets.

Table 6. PSNR of composited hand images, the higher the better.

ROI\Hand Tongji IITD Gao Zhou

Tongji 30.96 ± 2.78 28.42 ± 1.96 29.13 ± 1.61 25.74 ± 3.47
IITD 25.38 ± 2.73 32.09 ± 1.53 28.83 ± 1.61 25.97 ± 3.26
Gao 25.70 ± 2.66 27.92 ± 2.07 29.83 ± 1.69 26.10 ± 3.41

Zhou 24.38 ± 2.83 27.89 ± 2.21 28.69 ± 1.72 29.34 ± 3.06

Table 7. Lpips of composited hand images, the lower the better.

ROI\Hand Tongji IITD Gao Zhou

Tongji 0.085 ± 0.059 0.057 ± 0.014 0.067 ± 0.030 0.110 ± 0.067
IITD 0.129 ± 0.066 0.037 ± 0.011 0.070 ± 0.028 0.108 ± 0.064
Gao 0.137 ± 0.061 0.062 ± 0.017 0.054 ± 0.022 0.112 ± 0.066

Zhou 0.140 ± 0.061 0.061 ± 0.017 0.073 ± 0.032 0.073 ± 0.060

Regarding image quality, Figure 14 visually presents realistic outcomes wherein an
attacking ROI seamlessly integrates into a distinct carrier hand, producing a natural visual
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effect. Furthermore, the evaluation results in Tables 6 and 7 corroborate these findings,
indicating a favorable and satisfactory outcome.

5. Conclusions and Future Works

This paper introduced an end-to-end, training-free method for hand image composi-
tion designed for ROI embedding attacks. This method leverages a modified style transfer
approach, demonstrating notable success in achieving harmonized ROI images within a
few iterations. The intuitive and effective utilization of a pretrained inpainting model to
regenerate the area surrounding the embedding position contributes to the robustness of
our framework. Notably, our approach requires only an ROI image and a hand image for
execution, eliminating the need for training and enhancing practicality. In contrast with
earlier approaches in palmprint attacks, our research introduces a novel full-hand attack
strategy that builds upon an existing palmprint ROI. This innovative approach extends the
applicability of attacks to more realistic environments, addressing a previously overlooked
aspect. Furthermore, our method presents an intuitive and effective means of synthesizing
a realistic composite hand image. Notably, this idea exhibits universality across different
styles and achieves enhanced precision in texture preservation compared to conventional
image composition methods. It is essential to highlight a key observation derived from
our methodology: the palmprint recognition system is susceptible to significant threats
even when exposed to minor and incomplete information leaks, such as an incomplete ROI.
Moving forward, we will focus on devising a more efficient method that eliminates the
need for Region of Interest (ROI) localization information from the target system. Addition-
ally, our approach can be extended to a data augmentation strategy, synthesizing highly
realistic full-hand images to enhance the performance of full-hand recognition methods.
Nevertheless, we acknowledge that there is still ample room for improvement in our work.
ROI harmonization is not so sensitive to the light color style and is susceptible to strong
stains. In addition, the attack result should have a higher performance. However, we will
aim to explore ways to enhance its efficacy in the future.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

PPR Palmprint recognition
ROI Region of interest
CAST Contrastive arbitrary style transfer
CNN Convolutional neural networks
GANs Generative adversarial networks
PKLNet Palm keypoint localization neural network
BOCV Binary orientation co-occurrence vector
EER Equal error rate
PSNR Peak signal-to-noise ratio
P(·) Preprocessing procedure of the PPR system
H Full hand image
C Carrier hand image
P Embedding position
E(·, ·, ·) Proposed ROI embedding technique
RAtk Attacking ROI
RRe f Reference ROI
HAtk Composited hand image
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